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Decision Making Digital Twins
in Cyber Incident Response

Summary
Cyber risk, encompassing cybercrime, IT failure/outages, data breaches & fines, and penalties, remains a top risk facing most
organizations for 2022 and beyond. Furthermore, as cyber risk evolves and detection technologies implement zero trust
methodologies, organizations face high and ever-increasing volumes of alerts. Cybersecurity professionals face persistent
pressures on staff, skills, technology, and time.

Existing Processes
Security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) technologies
assist in managing workload by utilizing data, typically from security
information and event management (SIEM) sytems, and creating
workflows aligned to processes and procedures.

Challenges around limited security analyst
capacity include:
• Skills shortages / Analysts battle to cope with alert volumes /
alerts spikes
• Decision fatigue - leading to human error
• Burnout - resulting in high staff turnover

The Solution - Digitally scale the workforce
TOM Digital Twins take augmentation one step further by replicating
complex decision making, which currently require the domain
knowledge of security analysts. The SecOps Digital Twins alleviate
the skills shortage by enabling organizations to digitally scale the
decisioning capacity and, therefore, the volume of incidents that
existing teams can handle.
SIEM & SOAR technologies assimilate information and automate simple
repetitive tasks for more effective incident detection and response.
More complex alerts, those “escalated”, continue to require the insights
and domain knowledge of security analysts to make decisions on
response and resolution. Human expertise is required, however, human
capacity is constrained and therefore creates a bottleneck in the process.

For more information visit
www.merlynn-ai.com

Challenge

Digital Twin Solution

Skills Shortage / Analysts battling
to cope with alert volumes

Workforce digitally scaled to augment human effort. Digital Twins’
capacity to handle volume and spike is unlimited. Digital Twins
handle in excess of 20,000 alerts per second.

Challenge

Digital Twin Solution

Alert fatigue - human error

Fatigue and errors are reduced as Digital Twins deal with the majority of alerts consistently and accurately 24/7.

Challenge

Digital Twin Solution

Burnout - staff turnover

This challenge is addressed as analysts’ Digital Twins reduce
workload and enable humans to focus of higher-value /
lower-volume tasks.

TOM - Digital Twin Technology
TOM, our Tacit Object Modeler, is a no-code decision intelligence
technology designed to replicate complex decisions made by human
experts. TOM enables security analysts to create their own decisionmaking Digital Twins.
TOM requires no historical data and rapidly learns directly from the
human expert (Twin creation and training takes on average 45
minutes). The Twin responds as the expert would, only significantly
faster, 24/7 and 365 days a year. This additional capacity not only enables
the organization to respond to increasing incident volumes but

alleviates the pressure on existing analysts, providing them with time to
focus on new and evolving attack vectors and resolution
methodologies. TOM can be integrated into any existing workflow or
SOAR system via API.
For more information:
Request demo
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